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Colorful,
versatile, and
comfortable,
accent pillows
have long been
a design staple—
and no wonder.

P

illows can elevate, texturize, brighten, or soften a room
in a matter of the seconds it takes to place them. But
acquiring high-quality pillows was not always the grab-

and-go process that it is today. From the earliest known use of accent
cushions in 7,000 BC until the late eighteenth century, the use of
pillows was uncommon and sometimes, uncomfortable. Egyptians
stuffed fabrics with wood to elevate their heads while the Chinese
often used bamboo and bronze. In Europe, the affluent enjoyed a
pillow similar to ours today, stuffed with feathers or straw. However,
it was not until the industrial revolution that accent cushions
became affordable and available to most of the world. Though some
decried the shift of pillows from luxury items to everyday staples, the
swiftness of manufacturing had its perks—cushions could be made
from a wide array of international fabrics and dyes that allowed
consumers such a variety that their selections could be customized
to suit niche décor palettes and vibes. Below, we outlined a few tips
for choosing accent pillows that we think pass the litmus test for
selecting the perfect cushions for every home.
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PAY HOMAGE TO
YOUR FAVORITE PL ACES
Do you live in Austin, but wish you were in Dallas? Are you a nomad
who has traveled the world and found your soul spots? Surround yourself
with your favorite places by collecting and displaying pillows that make
you think of those memories. It will make your home feel like home no
matter where you are. “Our client loves Asian-inspired prints, which we
subtly placed throughout the home,” Jessica Nelson of Etch Design Group
said. “In the formal living room, an orange and white Asian-inspired
wallpaper adds a unique visual element to the entertainment wall. The
curved back sectional is an immediate conversation starter, with its teal
blue velvet upholstery. We enhanced this room with bold accent pillows,
in an array of color tones—our favorite being an embroidered multicolored floral and damask pattern with a velvet appliqué by Osborne
& Little.”

PUNCH UP PERSONALIT Y

“The client loved the idea of a
modern chesterfield sofa, which
we had custom created in a rich
turquoise velvet fabric. The accent
pillow fabrics were carefully chosen
to provide bright and playful pops
of color that carefully highlighted
the whimsical flying bird artwork.”
JESSICA NELSON, ETCH DESIGN GROUP

Pillows are a perfect way to nod to the personality of the homeowner
and the best part is, they can be easily switched to highlight mood, too.
Use pillows to complement the color and pattern found on your walls
and in your heart. Nelson agreed: “When we were approached for this
project, the client was very upfront with how much she loves color,
pattern, and unique pieces that you wouldn't see anywhere else. She felt
she was missing personality in her home, and she wanted each space to
feel like it was a representation of her and her colorful, eclectic nature.
The vibrant upholstery colors and bold patterned pillows helped each
room tell a story of its own.”

MIX AND MATCH
COLOR AND TEXTURE
Do not feel like you have to stick with the same colors and textures
throughout the home or even throughout the room. In fact, insisting
upon the same vibe in every room can make the home seem too busy. The
beauty of accent pillows is their versatility. Use them to add color to a
neutral room or textured warmth to a room that needs a little coziness.
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